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ABSTRACT

Achieving sound attenuation across a broad frequency range while maintaining adequate ventilation remains a significant challenge in
acoustic engineering, as there exists a rigid trade-off between attenuation ability and ventilation. In this Letter, we propose a double-layered
microperforated meta-shells to serve as broadband acoustic ventilation barrier. Multiple scattering theory is first employed to characterize
sound attenuation performance of the proposed design in terms of both sound absorption and transmission loss, which is not reported
before. Experimental result demonstrates a good enhancement of absorption due to the insertion of inner shell with a specific perforation
rate of micro cores. The mechanism can be attributed to the inter-cell coupling, which is further utilized to devise a different configuration
by wrapping the meta-shell with porous sponge. It is found that adding an extra layer of sponge can further improve the low-frequency atten-
uation performance. The proposed broadband sound barrier with effective ventilation can find potential applications in architectural acous-
tics and office noise insulation.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0152725

Conventional airborne sound attenuation essential in acoustic bar-
riers refers to either reflecting or absorbing the incident acoustic energy
while blocking airflow transport. The modern needs require sound
attenuation while preserving high-efficiency ventilation, such as office
acoustics, where acoustic barrier that blocks unwanted noises without
compromising the indoor air quality is required. However, most of the
conventional sound barriers failed to ventilate as they block both sound
and air flow at the same time.1–3 Thus, there has been a shift in research
focus toward acoustic ventilation barriers over the past few years. In
pursuit of acoustic ventilation barriers, a common approach is to design
a window allowing airflow to pass with sound absorbing components
(Helmholtz resonator, space-coiling, etc.) on the wall of the window.
Similar acoustic ventilation barriers based on Helmholtz resonators,4–7

membranes,8,9 and Fano-like interference10–12 have been proposed.
However, most existing acoustic ventilation barriers only work in nar-
row frequency bands. Despite efforts to broaden the working frequency

range, resulting designs have either exhibited a limited bandwidth13 or a
poor airflow passage.14 Design of broadband acoustic ventilation bar-
riers remains challenging in the noise control area.

Sonic crystals belong to an alternative configuration widely studied
for achieving acoustic attenuation, and have been used as traffic noise
barriers.15 They consist of periodically arranged rigid rods such that,
due to the Bragg scattering, sonic crystals induce bandgaps, and noises
within gap frequencies are prohibited to propagate. Sonic crystals have
natural advantages in terms of optical transparency and airflow perme-
ability. They also have good adaptation to changes in application envi-
ronments as their performances are robust to weak non-periodic
arrangement of scattering elements, as shown in Fig. 1(a). However,
conventional sonic crystals are usually made with rigid rods, meaning
that they are only effective in bandgap frequencies, and are bulky when
controlling low-frequency noises. To overcome the challenges, Garcia
introduced the idea of microperforated shells for acoustic attenuation.16
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Flat microperforated panels (MPPs) were rolled into a cylindrical shell
acting as the cell element of sonic crystals, on which arrays of submilli-
metric orifices along the panel absorb acoustic energy.

In this Letter, more in-depth studies are devoted to microperfo-
rated meta-shells for broadband acoustic attenuation including both
wave absorption and transmission loss. We begin the study by extend-
ing the classical single MPP meta-shell model16 to double MPP meta-
shell structure for further enhancing sound absorption and attenuation
capability, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Cell element of sonic crystals consists
of the outer and inner MPP shells. For simplicity, the radius of inner
shell is set to half that of outer shell for fabrication convenience. Further
acoustic attenuation potential for selecting the best inner shell dimen-
sion can be released through numerical optimizations. Theoretical
model based on multiple scattering theory (MST) is developed for dou-
ble MPP meta-shell structures. Multiple scattering model, which
includes the coupling of all scattering channels, has been demonstrated
to be efficient and accurate in evaluating sound performance of sonic
crystals.16 Meta-shells with cylindrical cores are considered in this study,
and they can be well modeled by acoustic impedance with the formula
first proposed by Maa.17 Thus, theoretical model developed here is free
from the fitting procedure to determine microstructural parameters.16

We briefly outline the multiple scattering model as follows. Based
on Maa’s theory for a microperforated panel surrounded by air with
density q0 and speed of sound c0, its acoustic impedance reads17

Zp ¼ ðr þ ixmÞq0c0; (1)

where

r ¼ 32gt
rq0c0d

2
0
kr; kr ¼ 1þ K2

32

� �1
2

þ
ffiffiffi
2
p

32
Kd0
t

xm ¼ xt
rc0

km; km ¼ 1þ K2

2

� ��1
2

þ 0:85
d0
t

(2)

and

K ¼ d0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xq0

4g

r
; (3)

where d0 is the diameter of perforation, x is the angular frequency of
sound, g is the dynamic viscosity of air, t is the thickness of panel, and
r is the perforation rate. Equation (1) for acoustic impedance funda-
mentally links changes in sound pressure and normal velocity along
the perpendicular axis of a microperforated panel. Consequently, the
relationship between pressure and the normal velocity across the cylin-
drical shell is governed by the same equation.

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the microperforated shell has an outer
diameter of U. The radius of shell is defined between outer radius Rþ

and inner radius R�, where Rþ ¼ U=2 and R� ¼ Rþ � t. The shell
has impedance Zp corresponding to Eq. (1). The acoustic pressure field
inside/outside the shell (Pin=Pout) can be expressed as an infinite sum
of Bessel function and Hankel function in cylindrical coordinate as

Pinðr;/Þ ¼
Xþ1

n¼�1
AnJnðkrÞein/; ðr < R�Þ; (4)

Poutðr;/Þ ¼
Xþ1

n¼�1
BnJnðkrÞein/ þ

Xþ1
n¼�1

CnHnðkrÞein/; ðr > RþÞ;

(5)

where k ¼ x=c0 is the wavenumber of sound in air, and Jn and Hn,
here, represent the nth order Bessel function of the first kind and
Hankel function of the first kind, respectively. The boundary condi-
tions through the microperforated shell are based on the continuity of
normal velocity across the shell and the relation between pressure and
velocity given by the acoustic impedance. This can be expressed as

vinðR�Þ ¼ voutðRþÞ ¼
PoutðRþÞ � PinðR�Þ

Zp
: (6)

Combining Eqs. (1), (4), (5), and (6), the T-matrix of microperforated
cylindrical shell can be obtained as

Tð1Þn ¼
Cn

Bn
¼ � anJ 0nðkRþÞ � JnðkRþÞ

anH0nðkRþÞ �HnðkRþÞ
(7)

and

an ¼
JnðkR�Þ
J 0nðkR�Þ

� iZpk

xq0
: (8)

We can use a similar method to find the T matrix for a scatterer,
which consists of an outer shell and an inner shell. The results, T
matrix reads

Tð2Þn ¼ �
bnJ 0nðkRþb Þ � JnðkRþb Þ
bnH0nðkRþb Þ � HnðkRþb Þ

(9)

and

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of microperforated shells in open office applica-
tion. (b) Top view of microperforated meta-shells array. The meta-shells undergo an
acoustic incident wave from the left (red arrows) and the transmitted wave to the
right (green arrows). The corresponding lattice constants are indicated. (c) Side
view of a single microperforated cylinder meta-shell, with all the geometric parame-
ters indicated in the inset. In this case, perforation rate r ¼ pd20=ð4uvÞ.
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bn ¼
JnðkR�b Þ þ Tð1Þn ðRaÞHnðkR�b Þ
J 0nðkR�b Þ þ Tð1Þn ðRaÞH0nðkR�b Þ

� iZpk

xq0
: (10)

Here, Ra and Rb stand for the radius of outer shell and inner shell,
respectively.þ=� sign represents outer/inner radius. Tð1Þn ðRaÞ denotes
the T matrix for inner shell. After T-matrix being determined, we can
construct an interaction matrix that defines the coupling between each
scatterer. More details can be found in Ref. 18.

As a calculation example, consider structural parameters b ¼ c
¼ 114 mm, a¼ 110mm, d0 ¼ 0:15 mm, r ¼ 0:05, t¼ 1mm, U
¼ 76mm, and u ¼ v ¼ 0:353 mm. Figure 2(a) shows theoretical
results of sound absorption and transmission loss spectra for three
layers of double-shell structures. Results show that the microperforated
meta-shell array has high absorption and high sound transmission
loss (STL) performances over extremely broad frequency band.
Here, sound transmission loss (STL) is defined as STL ¼ �20
�log10jPt=Pinj, and absorption coefficient is calculated by a ¼ 1
�jPr=Pinj2, where Pin; Pt; Pr are the pressures for incident plane,
transmitted, and reflected waves, respectively. Notice that these calcu-
lated results have involved the effect of different orders of scattering
modes. A rectangular waveguide with the width equal to the periodic-
ity a is employed to simulate acoustic performances. To evaluate the
influence of the incident plane wave, numerical simulations are con-
ducted for the waveguide system installed with a double-shell super
cell, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 2(a). It is worth mentioning that
we use the effective impedance model [Eq. (1)] to simulate the meta-
shells. Since diameter of the perforations and the overall shell size are
under different length scale, numerical simulation built on a real

microperforated meta-shell could demand substantial computational
resources. The simulated result has been provided in Fig. 2(a), and it
shows good agreement with the theoretical result in low-frequency
region (up to 2000Hz). This concludes the fact that acoustic perfor-
mance of sonic crystals made of double-shell units can be character-
ized by that of a super cell in the waveguide system in certain
frequency range below a cutoff and thus allows us to perform experi-
mental studies in the waveguide system. In the meantime, the acoustic
performance of the system for oblique incidence is numerically evalu-
ated as shown in Fig. 2(b). The figure clearly demonstrates that the
overall acoustic performance of the system for oblique incidence is
nearly identical to that for normal incidence across most of the consid-
ered frequencies. However, we do observe improved sound insulation
performance at certain frequencies when compared to the results for
normal incidence. This improvement could be attributed to the
enhanced multiple wave scattering along the oblique wave paths.

Figure 3(a) shows the impedance tube of rectangular cross sec-
tion used to measure acoustic performance using the four-transducer
method. The waveguide has the width a¼ 110mm, which is the same
as the lattice constant of sonic crystals, and the height h¼ 40mm. The
wave vector kz along the waveguide direction is given by

kz ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðx=c0Þ2 � ðk2xl þ k2ymÞ

q
, where kxl ¼ lp=a; kym ¼ mp=h, and

l and m are natural numbers. For the lowest-order propagating mode,
the cutoff frequency is found by setting l¼ 1 and m¼ 0, leading to

fcutoff ¼ ðc0=2Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðl=aÞ2 þ ðm=hÞ2

q
¼ 1560 Hz. To facilitate sample

installation, a skylight is opened in the middle of the waveguide, which
can accommodate one, two, or three cells with intercellular spacing b
and c. The waveguide is sealed with a cover plate after the sample is
installed. The meta-shells are fabricated by punching cylindrical cores
on stainless steel round pipes with a high-precision laser drilling
machine. The magnified partial view of MPP shells is shown in the
inset of Fig. 3(a), where the horizontal and vertical spacings, i.e., u and
v, between adjacent holes, and the core diameter d0, are measured
using a digital microscope. The sample photographs are shown in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d).

FIG. 2. (a) Sound absorption and transmission loss spectra calculated from multiple
scattering theory and numerical simulation for three layers of double MPP meta-
shell structures. (b) Numerical results of sound absorption and transmission loss
spectra for plane wave incident at different angles.

FIG. 3. (a) Acoustic impedance waveguide of rectangular cross section developed
for measurement of MPP-shell structures. Schematic and sample photo of three dif-
ferent configurations: (b) single MPP meta-shell, (c) double MPP meta-shell, and
(d) single MPP meta-shell wrapped with porous sponge.
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Notice that the waveguide is only suitable for evaluating sound
insulation performance under plane wave incidence. The wave scat-
tered by an infinite array of supercells is equivalent to that of a super-
cell in waveguide under periodic boundary condition, whereas the
experimental waveguide has a hard boundary condition. Due to the
geometric symmetry in the meta-shells and waveguide, under normal
plane wave incidence, scattered waves in the periodic waveguide are
identical to those in the hard boundary waveguide. However, absorp-
tion and transmission loss for the oblique incidence can only be evalu-
ated with a free-field measurement of the sample with many supercells
but not with the current waveguide system. This issue would be the
interest of our future study.

We first evaluate acoustic performance of single MPP shell
with U¼ 76mm, b ¼ c ¼ 114 mm, d0 ¼ 0:17 mm, u¼ 1mm, and
v¼ 1mm. Figure 4(a) shows both simulated and measured results of
sound absorption and STL spectra for samples comprising one, two,
or three unit cells. Measured results show good agreements with simu-
lated ones except for some small deviations due to manufacturing
defects. As the cell number increases, the bandwidth for sound

absorption has been obviously expanded with a significant enhance-
ment at around 800Hz. This can be explained by coupling between
acoustic cavities within the shell and multiple scattering between shell
scatterers. As cell number increases, acoustic waves bounce among
scatterers to dissipate more energy via the thermal viscosity, thus
explaining the broadband nature of our proposed design. Then, we
insert an inner MPP shell with a diameter of 38mm as an attempt to
further enhance the absorption capability, and the measured results
are shown in Fig. 4(b). However, the double layer meta-shell does not
make great improvement in either absorption or STL compared with
single layer sample. Therefore, we can conclude that the outer shell
plays a dominant role in the acoustic attenuation compared with the
inner shell.

As a further investigation, the meta-shells with a different set of
core spacing u¼ 1.9mm and v¼ 1.85mm are fabricated, which corre-
sponds to a lower perforation rate. Acoustic performance results are
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) for single-shell and double-shell cases,
respectively. Compared with Fig. 4(a), the overall absorption capability
of single shell sample is degraded as can be attributed to lower

FIG. 4. (a)–(c) Measured frequency spectra of absorption coefficient and sound
transmission loss (STL) for three different configurations corresponding to the
model in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). Both experimental measurements (black and blue curves)
and simulation results (red and gray curves) are shown in (a) and (b). Samples
with different cell numbers have been measured for each configuration. The fabri-
cated MPP meta-shells have the core spacing u¼ 1mm and v¼ 1mm.

FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Measured frequency spectra of absorption coefficient and sound
transmission loss (STL) for three different configurations corresponding to the
model in Figs. 3(b)–3(d). Both experimental measurements (black and blue curves)
and simulation results (red and gray curves) are shown in (a) and (b). Samples
with different cell number have been measured for each configuration. The fabri-
cated MPP meta-shells have the core spacing u¼ 1.9 mm and v¼ 1.85mm.
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perforation rate of micro cores. However, addition of an inner shell
causes a significant change in absorption spectrum for the sample with
three unit cells, as seen in Fig. 5(b). For this case, a significant enhance-
ment due to the insertion of inner shell is observed at low frequency
near 400Hz. The signature is completely different from that of the
sample concerned in Fig. 4(b), and can be attributed to the remarkable
inter-cell coupling.

Inspired by the inter-cell coupling, we devise a different configu-
ration by adding a layer of sponge to each meta-shell element, as
shown in Fig. 3(d) for the model schematic and sample photo. A layer
of porous sponge with a thickness of tf ¼ 8:6 mm is wrapped outside
the MPP meta-shell of diameter 76mm. Figures 4(c) and 5(c) show
measured results of sound absorption and STL spectra for samples
with different perforation rates. Compared to the model without
sponge, adding extra layers of sponge can significantly improve the
low-frequency absorption with broader bandwidth especially when
more units are installed. This benefits from the damping enhancement
assisted by the inter-cell coupling. It is noteworthy that the STL that
exceeds 10 dB can be realized in a broad frequency range when at least
two unit cells are used for all cases analyzed earlier. As for the ventila-
tion efficiency, since we distribute meta-shells with a diameter of
76mm in an array with lattice constant a¼ 110mm, the resulting lat-
tice achieves an open rate of 30.91%, which is comparable with some
of the existing benchmark designs.19

In summary, the double-layered microperforated meta-shell array
as acoustic ventilation barrier has been proposed and studied through
both theoretical and experimental studies. Acoustic performance has
been evaluated analytically using multiple scattering theory, and verified
by numerical simulations. Based on theoretical exploration, experimen-
tal studies have been conducted for three different configurations of
MPP meta-shell structures. For each model, two different perforation
rates of the meta-shell and different cell numbers are considered.
Experimental results show that insertion of inner shell helps to improve
the absorption, and the enhancement effect may depend on the choice
of perforation rates of micro cores. In addition, adding an extra layer of
sponge to the MPP meta-shell can significantly improve the low-
frequency absorption as a result of the inter-cell coupling interaction.
The remarkable acoustic performance together with a high ventilation
rate make the proposed design a good candidate for room acoustics
application where proper airflow is required.
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